OpenChain Work Team Call 06-03-2019 minutes:

Roll Call:
- Shane Coughlan
- Jake McGowan
- Alexios Zavras
- Andrew Katz
- Michael Jaeger
- Sami Atabani
- Gary O’Neall
- Mark Gisi
- Nisha Kumar
- Max Gnipping
- Wendy Head
- Thorsten Feldmann
- Rose Judge
- Carsten Emde
- Catharina Maracke
- Matthew Crawford
- Carsten Emde
- Hans M Kern
- Jim Hutchison
- Oliver Fendt
- Alan Tse
- Dan Gardner
- Indira Bhatt

First subject as always is the Antitrust Policy Notices

Project Update:
- A lot of things will be announced this week. Some of them will be about events and activities.
- Two major conformance announcements from large Indian companies (it’s a major step up in scale and market penetration in India)
- Big growth in the partner ecosystem, two legal providers in Germany and one in China
- In the weeks to come, we expect more announcements like this from other regions (e.g. Italy)
- {metæffekt} was just announced as an automation partner in Germany
- We expect to announce a major tooling partner on Wednesday (the first tooling company to become a OpenChain Partner)

Oliver from Siemens presents on the Open Source Compliance Tool Chain
- The slides can be found here https://www.slideshare.net/ShaneCoughlan3/open-source-compliance-toolchain-a-proposal
- This talk was the core issue discussed during the meeting
- It was agreed to build cooperation between European and Asian entities in developing reference tooling.
Carsten Emde from OSADL presents on OSADL’s Open Source License Obligations Checklists

There was no other business.